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Born letting specialists

New HMO policies:
your action needed
A Council Consultation is open on how HMOs (House in
Multiple Occupation) are to be restricted in Oxford. We
think the new policies are dangerous for Oxford and we
urge you to respond as you see fit.
Find all documents at www.finders.co.uk/hmo, the
deadline is 22nd July.
The Consultation is active because from 2012 two major
changes arrive:
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• All HMOs will need an ‘Additional Licence’ which
costs £1150 over 5 years
• The City Council acquires new powers to stop / control
the creation of HMO licences via planning permission
Any property with 3 ‘sharers’ will require a £1150
licence. So an HMO is three nurses as well as 8 students.
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Renewals the key factor as rents increase
The national news cycle has for three
years been like EastEnders: a relentless
yet compelling chain of negative
narrative. At the time of writing we
are experiencing, in no particular
order; the ‘Death of the High Street’1;
Greek and Eurozone economic issues
which pose a serious threat to the UK
economy according to Mervyn King2;
broad strikes by teachers, civil servants,
air traffic controllers, coastguards and
prison officers; 15,000 job losses from
Lloyds banking group; and RPI remains
above 5% while private sector pay
increases are 3% maximum3.
Yet amid the noise, and while inflation
has one hand on our throats, one fact
remains: average rents are going up in
the Oxfordshire residential market.
This report explains why.

‘RECESSION RENEWALS’ KEEP ON
INCREASING…
The trend of people sitting tight and renewing their
tenancies has grown since 2008, as Graph 1
shows. The causes are easy to understand: fewer
house purchases; fewer job relocations within and
away from Oxfordshire; fewer people upsizing
rental accommodation; a diminished desire to take
risks; and possibly a greater awareness of the
costs of moving. Our Witney office negotiated 56
renewals in May, a record for one month. These
renewals instantly reduce supply and so the situation
becomes a bit like the sales market: a general
unease about the economy is overcome by the
pragmatics of a demand / supply imbalance.

Graph 1: Tenancy Renewals
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…WHICH HAS PUSHED RENTS UP,
PARTICULARLY IN MAY
Rent increases on the re-letting of property rose 4%4
in May and June, the most in two years. While some
properties saw increases over 10%, the average
increase was over 5% in Banbury in May which is
remarkable given how sensitive the local economy
has been recently. The increase was over 5% in
May in OX1 where the majority of tenants are from
overseas and over 7% in East Oxford in June.
The result has been some strong lets, for example: a
family Banbury home let in one week for £21005
(Photo 1); a 6-bedroom North Oxford home let
off-market with a guide price of £6000 (Photo 2);
a 1-bedroom apartment with no parking let unseen
at £1195 (the applicant used to be a tenant and
trusted us to know his taste, Photo 3); an unfurnished
South Oxfordshire barn let to a family relocating
from Europe at £2500 (Photo 4).
In more general terms, the shortage of 2-bedroom
apartments in Banbury and Bicester is increasing
rents from £595 to £675 and from £700 to £775
respectively, year-on-year. In Abingdon, 3-bedroom
houses are in greatest demand, often from young
families.
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Income Data Services, Q1 figures
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RENT DEFAULTS STAY LOW BUT POOR
CREDIT HISTORIES BECOME MORE
COMMON
Rent levels are one economic indicator, rent
defaults are another. While national figures show
that tenant eviction orders are up by 9%6 in Q2
against last year, our tenant default rates are very
low and are not increasing – good news. Poor
credit histories are a different issue: slowly but
surely more people are failing credit referencing.
Indeed, you know there is a problem when two
credit check firms are advertising on television.
We have become like America, where your credit
history is powerful, pervasive and to be protected
whether you like it or not. In letting, credit checks
are a referencing tool, not a rule, and good
letting may require an agent’s judgement to override the credit score.
MORE AND MORE PETS IN THE RENTAL
SECTOR
There are now 27 million pets in the UK7, and
pet-owning applicants seem more numerous in Q2
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SOME SMALLER 1-BEDROOM
APARTMENTS HAVE LOST AN EDGE
Not all properties are increasing in rent. Smaller
1-bedroom apartments which suit just one person
have always let swiftly in OX2 from £850-1000.
However, some academic / PhD tenants are
being priced out and are joining with other
sharers. They then face new problems due to the
HMO changes – see sidebar.
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BORN LETTING SPECIALISTS: Over 35 years ago we started out as a property search service, buying homes for people. Our customers then asked us to let and
manage their homes, and we quickly evolved into a specialist letting operation. From day one we applied a highly professional approach to both properties and
people. Today we have the same high-standards ethos, but we’re a bit bigger with 8 offices and expert furnishing, investment and building divisions.

NORTH OXFORD
01865 311011
226 Banbury Road
OX2 7BY

EAST OXFORD
01865 200012
27 St. Clements
OX4 1AB

CENTRAL OXFORD
01865 297999
22 Park End Street
OX1 1HU

Consultation Policies relating to HMOs

than ever before. For some landlords this requires
adjustment as the stereotype image of matted hair,
scratched walls and flea infestations remains on
their retinas. However, times and tenants have
changed and increasingly we are advising clients,
especially those with village houses, to consider
tenants with pets. If expectations on both sides are
managed from the start, effective clauses are in the
agreement and the property management is astute,
the benefits will outweigh the problems.
A recent pet story is a joy. A prospective landlord
with a lovely £3000+ village house wanted to
move into Oxford to experience urban life. The
only issue: his family have one Labrador and two
Newfoundlands (Photo 5) which are not the easiest
to accommodate. We racked our brains and found
the perfect home for family and dogs in a North
Oxford town house: a minor coup. Then we had
to let their village home. The first viewing was to
a senior civil servant from Europe, who by chance
had….one Labrador and one Newfoundland.
Perfect.
MOTHS WREAK HAVOC
Your wardrobe may bear testament to Oxford’s
moth infestations. While losing clothes is infuriating,
in a couple of City Centre developments moths have
infiltrated the natural fibre cavity wall insulation
rendering some units uninhabitable. It takes
advanced property management skills to liaise
between tenant (who has to be re-housed), landlord
(who risks losing income), insurer (who has their
own views) and developer. Not an easy situation
for any party.

ABINGDON
01235 535454
1 Vineyard Chambers
OX14 3PX

BANBURY
01295 276766
3 Horse Fair
OX16 0AA

• No new HMOs in East Oxford
• In other parts of Oxford, HMOs will be restricted to
20% of each street or a 100 metre-stretch of a street

The problem with these policies
1. There is no distinction between large and small HMOs
or employed and not-employed sharers
2. The licence fee and planning controls will reduce
the supply of property for sharers – We are already
seeing landlords of good houses not accepting sharers
because they are worried about the £1150 fee and
implications of the Additional Licence
3. Rents for sharers risk going up
4. Fewer HMOs means fewer bedrooms – literally – for
key worker sharers
5. Key worker sharers risk being priced out of Oxford –
this is 100% the opposite of what the Council is trying
to achieve!

Our proposed solution:
1. The rationing of HMOs to 20% of a street or a 100
metre stretch should only apply to ‘large’ HMOs of
5+ students
2. The definition of an HMO should not include
any household where all people are in full time
employment. This would maximise the housing stock
for the growing tenant cohort of 20-30 year olds and
key workers

Background:
• ‘Large’ Houses of Multiple Occupation (HMOs) have
needed a licence for years. This helps ensure the safety
of the building and is a good idea
• The Council has stopped issuing HMO licences in East
Oxford
• Sharers in HMOs are generally younger tenants in
their 20s and early 30s
• Younger tenants are the fastest growing segment in the
rented sector8
8 “The End of the Affair Report” by The Smith Institute, June 2011
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